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Preserving
the Huron Tract
LAND TRUST CONSERVANCY IS PRESERVING DONATED LAND
IN THE HURON TRACT FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.
BY BEN FORREST

N

o one knew if it could happen, or would happen, but for years the
predominantly Boomer-aged volunteers who populate the Bayfield River
Valley Trail Association (BRVTA) had their minds set on acquiring a patch of
land known as the Bayfield River Flats. In their estimation, the bucolic 4.75acre property under the Bayfield Bridge had been undervalued and underused
for decades. Its banks are prime destinations for anglers and its waters are fish
spawning grounds, according to Dave Gillians, a retired banker, local historian
and BRVTA member who lives in Bayfield. But the property was also strewn
with garbage, boat cradles and metal equipment, he said. And so the group
waited, hoping the land would become available. Finally, it did. The owner of
the property was ready to sell, and the trail association had about two months to
come up with the money before it went on the public market.
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“The opportunity was never going to happen again,”
Dave said. “So it was easy to recruit fundraisers and
enthusiastic supporters for something that’s so obvious —
it’s going to be valuable for future generations.”
Still, he was taken aback by the community’s response.
Almost immediately, the small village of about 1,100
people summoned a fundraising team and launched a
GoFundMe page. Within three weeks, they had raised
$70,000 — enough to buy the property and turn it
over to the Huron Tract Land Trust Conservancy to be
preserved in perpetuity for future generations.
“I just couldn’t believe what had happened,” Dave said.
“It’s one of those magical fundraising events that will
probably never be repeated… they were more passionate
than I envisioned.”
Bayfield River Flats is one of four properties donated to
the Conservancy since the community-based non-profit
organization launched in 2011. This is one of 40 Ontario
land trusts dedicated to preserving donated properties
from private landowners and community groups, with the
goal of protecting water quality, improving forest cover
and ensuring other environmental features are preserved.
Land is often donated in memory of family members who
nurtured a property — such as a portion of a farm —
and wanted to ensure its ecology is preserved for future
generations.
“Many communities in Ontario are struggling with the
continued loss of their natural environment, be it a lack
of forest, wetlands, or wildlife,” said Roger Lewington,

A historical photo of the Bayfield Fish Reel. Several
heritage interpretive signs have been added to the
property, including a fishing net drying reel.

chairperson of the Conservancy. “Many landowners are
concerned about the future of their property that they have
loved and nurtured. They are looking for opportunities to
ensure their land is preserved.”
Some donors see a land bequest as an effective way to
leave a lasting legacy. In this case, the local land trust is the
steward of donated lands within the historic Huron Tract,
which includes the modern-day counties of Huron, Perth,
Middlesex and Lambton. The original Huron Tract was
a one-million-acre area bought and administrated by the
Canada Company, a British land development company
acting with approval of the British government, in the
1830s.
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A historical illustration of Thomson’s Mill, circa 1890, in the land known today as Bayfield River Flats. Photo by HTLTC

Along with Bayfield River Flats, the local land conservancy
preserves natural areas at Woodburne Farm near Goderich
(donated by Ilse Elliott and her late husband William),
on the Mayhew Tract near Holmesville (donated by the
Mayhew family in memory of Jack and Iris Mayhew) and
on the Heaman Tract near Ailsa Craig (donated by Janet
Heaman in memory of Jack Heaman).
“I adore this place, just like my husband did,” said Ilse,
about Woodburne Farm. “We loved it very, very much…
we have to give this to people that enjoy it just like we did,
and that is the main part. That’s why we loved it. That’s
how we enjoyed it. And other people should also enjoy it.”

Ilse grew up in Prague and her husband Bill was born
in Edinburgh, Scotland. Bill became an orphan and
arrived in Canada with just 10 pence in his pocket, she
said. They owned Woodburne Farm for more than 60
years and donated a 67-acre portion of it to the land trust
conservancy with the hope it will be turned into a park.
The Mayhew Tract near Holmesville is a tribute to
two conscientious farmers who had an interest in
environmental sustainability, often planting trees on
portions of their land that were less productive than
others.
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“They recognized that some of these changes need to be
made,” said Greg Mayhew, son of Jack and Iris. “They
recognized that things have to be done in a sustainable
fashion. You can’t just take and take (from the land)
forever, and we have to work with the environment.”
The Mayhew Tract is a 10-acre plot near the main
farm — a bush lot and partial wetland, with cedar trees
planted out front. “We used to go in there all the time
as kids,” said Greg. “We’d go back in there and cut trees
for firewood and that type of stuff… I’d like to just see it
remain as a naturalization area, as much as anything.”
In the event of a land bequest, land conservancies work
with donors to develop conservation plans, in keeping
with the donor’s vision for the property. After the property
transfer, the land trust is permanently responsible for its
preservation. Donors can also leave financial gifts that
can be used to buy important environmental areas and
protect their natural features.

Kate Monk, left, staff advisor to Huron Tract Land Trust
Conservancy (HTLTC), sits with Woodburne Farm donor
Ilse Elliott. Photo by HTLTC
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Volunteers of the Bayfield River Trail Association at the entrance to Bayfield River Flats. Photo by Adriaan Schreuder

Ontario’s land trusts say they have helped protect more
than 85,000 acres of significant natural lands and sensitive
wildlife habitat across the province.

never imagined had a love for Bayfield,” Dave said. “We
were just delighted by the response of the community
and people that love the community.

As for Dave Gillians and the industrious Bayfield group
that acquired the River Flats, they quickly set about
improving the property. They added trails, closed off
vehicle access to the riverbank to prevent erosion, and
added a 20-car parking lot. They also planted trees and
butterfly gardens. A provincial construction project calls
for adding a walkway under the bridge so people can
avoid crossing Hwy. 21 to reach the River Flats.

“That was the surprise, the delight, and that carries you
for years. It also frightens you a little bit because we know
that people are watching. It’s not like a municipality
owning a property. A quarter of the population [of the
village] contributed to the purchase, including the Girl
Guides in front of [the local grocery store] selling hot
dogs. So people are emotionally invested in that property.”

“We’ve got the vision of what we want it to be,” Dave
said. “It’s a public space, and it doesn’t cost anything to
use it. It’s natural parkland on a on a beautiful river that’s
accessible to the community. It’s going to be right in the
centre of the community as we grow.”
The Bayfield group also raised enough money to fund
property maintenance for the foreseeable future, and
volunteers from the trail association will be spearheading
its upkeep in the near term. “We received contributions
from the U.S. and all over the place — people that we
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More information about the Huron Tract Land Trust
Conservancy is available by calling 1-888-286-2610 or by
visiting htltc.ca.
Editor’s note: Quotations from land donors in this article are
transcribed, with permission of the Huron Tract Land Trust
Conservancy, from commissioned interviews with Judy Maddren of
soundportraits.ca.
Ben Forrest is editor of Huron-Perth Boomers. He lives and works
in Exeter, Ont.

